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Supplying solutions.
Building the future.
Precast concrete parts and services from Vetra

Concrete in construction
Precast concrete parts and
services from Vetra!

Today concrete is a modern, indispensable material on
every construction site. When it is fresh, it can be made
to take up any shape – but once it has hardened it is
durable and resistant to external influences. This makes
it suitable for use in a wide range of designs, and results
in buildings are simultaneously functional, safe and
elegant.

No matter whether your project is to implement individual designs for living, or realize major civil engineering
construction plans, it is important that the concrete
used is just right for the application. Whatever the job
requires – thermal insulation and storage, noise control,
protection against moisture or fire protection – concrete
guarantees a pleasant indoor environment, prevents
noise and moisture from reaching living and working
areas, and provides flame protection – in short, it is a
modern construction material.
Vetra is your reliable partner for the production and
assembly of precast concrete parts. You can see our
products on construction sites not only in Germany, but
also in the Netherlands, Sweden and Norway. You will
find our prefabricated parts easy to use for your construction purposes. They are often a more efficient and
better-priced solution than fresh concrete. Vetra provides
high quality precast concrete parts to precise dimensions,
which help reduce the total cost of a project.
We offer our customers many and varied individual solutions for precast concrete parts. In addition to modular
ceilings and double walls, we produce other customized
precast concrete parts for our customers and partners:
staircases, columns, balconies, solid walls or precast parts
for pedestrian bridges and rail platforms.
Our precast concrete parts are also used in larger
engineering projects.
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Advantages of precast parts
Innovative and sustainable!

Precast parts made of concrete are frequently the preferred material for building homes, public buildings, the
commercial construction sector and in agriculture. There
are good reasons for this – concrete provides the solution
for every building need, with obvious advantages. It is,
in short, an innovative and simultaneously sustainable
construction material.

Ensuring quality
Precast concrete parts are subject to strict quality
controls and therefore they offer the greatest precision
for construction projects. Furthermore, concrete elements
guarantee the best results concerning fire protection,
noise control, and thermal insulation, safety and native
retention of value. What is more, it would require a huge
amount of work to achieve the same smooth surfaces on
parts cast at the construction site itself.
Keeping costs down
Using prefabricated concrete parts reduces both the
time needed to complete building projects and the costs
incurred. Prefabricated modular concrete parts can be
used to construct walls, ceilings, staircases, roofs and
other structures in the shortest time. This means that
only a few work steps are necessary on site. Modern
concrete elements also satisfy the strict requirements for
thermal and noise insulation, and thus reduce the costs
of saving energy and of noise and fire protection.
Saving energy and providing comfort
Lightweight concrete has good thermal insulation
properties. Large components store heat, which delays
cooling when the outside temperature changes. In this
way, walls and ceilings made of concrete ensure that the
indoor temperature always remains comfortable.

Environmentally friendly and sustainable
Concrete is made from natural materials: cement (made
of limestone and clay) to which sand, gravel and water are
added. Manufacturers have to comply with the strictest
environmental standards in both cement and concrete
production. This construction material is also eminently
suitable for use with drinking water – whether one needs
drinking water pipes or groundwater protection troughs for
storage tanks. And finally, concrete can even be recycled.
Every year millions of tons of concrete from the demolition
of buildings or from road improvements are re-used. That
both protects the environment and saves money.

Noise absorption
Concrete is excellent at ensuring a quiet environment.
Solid concrete even satisfies the noise protection
requirements for the roofs of airport buildings.
Staying dry
Concrete is dry once it has hardened. Any excess water
either evaporates very quickly or becomes chemically
bound as a result of the hardening process. It is possible
to produce precast concrete parts whatever the weather.
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Slabs & ceilings
Save time and effort!

Today, a large proportion of floors are constructed using
precast flooring panels. This has obvious advantages:
when flooring panels are used, there is no need for
certain on-site labor-intensive and time-consuming jobs
such as building and striking the formwork, or pooring
the ceilings.
No project is impossible and we are happy to realize any
special wishes our customers may have. Any floor plan
and any structural requirements can be delivered for. Any
blockouts required, for example for staircases, chimneys
or integrated elements, will be taken into account on an
individual basis during manufacture.
Flexibility: it is also possible to use flooring panels as
formwork under a staircase.
We supply Vetra floor panels with lattice girders in
thicknesses of 5 to 7 cm and with a standard width of
2.50 m. Spans of up to 10.00 m can be supplied.
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Staircases
Well-connected and strong!

Staircases are important elements connecting the various
levels of a building. Flexible, modular formwork can be
used to create stairs to individual specifications. They
are simple and quick to install. A number of different
constructions are available for connecting the flight of
stairs and the landing.
The Vetra quarter-turn staircase is made of reinforced
concrete with a 90° turn using smooth formwork. Our
prefabricated parts plant ensures that the staircase
meets your requirements. The stairs are supplied along
with ceilings and are brought into position by a mobile
crane.
Customer benefits
Using prefabricated staircases removes the need for
labor-intensive and time-consuming construction and
striking of formwork, and the requirements for footstep
sound insulation are sure to be satisfied.

New paths in public space
Vetra also constructs tailor-made staircases to individual
specifications for public spaces. We coordinate with
selected partners to ensure the stairs are properly
installed. This means that our stairs literally form new
paths for people in public areas.
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Double wall panels
Rapid construction!

A cellar in a day!
It really can be this quick with double wall panels from
Vetra and a mobile crane and an installation team to
assemble the parts on site.
Every element is precast to the customer’s specifications.
Do you need blockouts, installation shafts, electrical
sockets, conduits and polygonal bay windows, or built-in
windows and doors? We always come up with accurate,
tailor-made solutions! And the walls can be supplied in
a range of different thicknesses. The double wall panels
have smooth exterior surfaces. All known types of façade
cladding can be applied.
Rapid construction
Expensive and time-consuming construction and striking
of formwork is no longer necessary. The exterior side has
a smooth steel-formed surface and the interior side does
not require a plaster finish. The double wall panels are
also simple to assemble.
Upon request, Vetra will send experienced members of
staff to provide support on new construction sites and
will supply a service package including the small parts
necessary for assembly.
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Walls and corbels
Great supporters!

Your prefabricated double wall has been constructed
– often the only thing now missing is the right kind of
corbel, a type of solid bracket that projects from the wall
and supports other elements such as arches, columns,
pilasters, balconies or beams.
Feel free to discuss your requirements with us! We will be
happy to realize special concrete corbels for your project.
The masonry corbels produced in our factory are available
as prefabricated parts of various lengths, which can very
easily be brought into position on site.
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Lightweight concrete walls
Excellent properties!

For the production of our lightweight concrete walls we
use either LECA or expanded glass as aggregates. This
enables us to take advantage of their special properties
such as low density and good thermal insulation.
Top quality
Just as for double walls, the formwork for lightweight
concrete walls is struck fully automatically by formwork
robots. These walls are of course perfectly smooth and
will take wallpaper. And if you wish, we can incorporate
cavity wall ties on the filling side. Obviously this saves our
customers time. The integration of conduits and sockets
makes it easier to install electrical parts later on. It also
eliminates the need for cutting work at the construction
site.
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Solid walls
Unlimited possibilities!

In indoor areas traditional concrete partition walls (or
solid walls) are ideal in combination with double wall
panels. Just like the double wall panels, they can be
created individually with blockouts or integrated parts
such as electrical sockets and conduits. When a solid
wall is used for the interior surface of an outer wall it
is of course no problem to add cavity wall ties at the
customer’s request.

BetonBild

The benefits are clear. The combination of double wall
panels, ceiling panels and solid walls enables an entire
story of a detached family home to be constructed in a
single day.
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Balconies
Safe and with good prospect!

We offer our customers various types of balconies as
precast elements. We take account of the structural
requirements when identifying the right solution jointly
with our customers. This makes it possible to realize
projecting or supported designs.
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Balcony panels can be cast in virtually any shape required.
We can create irregular forms just as we can produce rectangular or rounded shapes, trapezia or parallelograms.

Customized parts
Commissioned to your specifications!

Do you have any special requests for precast concrete
parts?
Do you need precast parts for pedestrian bridges, for
example, or for railroad platforms?
Or do you need precast concrete parts such as balustrades, fascia panels, trusses, columns or beams for your
construction and which simultaneously save you both
time and money? For example, we can supply textured
balustrade panels and we can also produce extraordinary
components, for instance parts shaped like letters of the
alphabet or like numbers.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements. Vetra is
your partner for all matters concerning the production of
customized precast concrete parts!
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Service
We provide solutions!

Individual service
We will be happy to advise and support you in all matters
concerning the development, production, transport and
assembly of individual prefabricated concrete parts.

The experienced engineers and technicians in our
planning departments are available to help find the right
solution to every customer requirement.
We undertake the structural calculations and the
necessary quality assurance, and ensure timely delivery
and assembly.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements. We will
be happy to help you find the right solution for your
construction project!
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Vetra and its partners
Other materials and services!

You benefit from a good supply network
Working together with our customers and partners in northwest Germany
and the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Vetra is a one-stop shop
developing tailor-made solutions for precast concrete parts and ready-mixed
concrete.
Since January 2013 Vetra’s ready-mixed concrete has been part of the
prefabricated concrete business of Saldern GmbH & Co. KG, which holds a 50
percent stake in Holcim. The precast concrete parts continue to be produced
by two Vetra companies (Neermoor, Oldenburg and Neubrandenburg), which
are 100 percent owned by Holcim Deutschland.

In addition, in cooperation with the
other companies in Holcim Deutschland and the Saldern group, we
take care of additional construction
materials and associated services for
construction and finishing work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ready-mixed concrete
concrete pumps
concrete technology
mobile mortar mixers
cement
gravel, sand and grit
construction material logistics
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Our facilities
Give us a challenge!

The precast concrete parts sector is an industry with
a future. The modular system as it is practiced today,
with prefabricated parts, allows impressive construction
projects to be realized in the shortest time. And owing
to industrial production these projects satisfy quality
standards that put classical construction techniques in
the shade.

Our precast concrete parts are produced at our Neermoor,
Oldenburg and Neubrandenburg sites. We guarantee
constant quality and safety at the highest level. Our
products satisfy requirements that go far beyond the
normal demands.

Give us a challenge!
We are always flexible when customers approach us with
unusual requests. Our modern production facilities meet
the continually rising demands of our customers. Internal
and external monitoring ensures compliance with the
applicable standards and values.
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